Art Objects as Data Points

Exploring Information Visualization as an Analytic Tool for Study and Presentation of Art Objects

T

he current approach to art history (or the study
of art objects) is to select singular works of
art as starting points for deeper investigations into the formal properties, cultural provenance
and historical evolution of artistic movements. The
limitations of such approaches are that close readings of singular objects neglect larger trends.
Using information visualization in art historical research can craft new approaches in artistic research,
helping shift the study from its current reading of singular works of art to a broader approach focused on
the patterns of artistic production, as well as artistic
reception.
Rather than taking a single art object as archetypes of artistic movements, a wide sampling of artworks can be used in investigating the patterns and
anomalies of particular artistic practices. Information visualization is useful not only in its capacity to
model trends within artistic production (i.e. a rise of
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Preliminary Results
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Christian iconography, a decline in ﬁgurative nudes),
but also in its capacity to translate data about an
artwork’s reception, presentation and preservation
into identiﬁable trends.
Information collected on artworks usually considered superﬂuous in the cultural study of the artwork
(such as its provenance, height to width ratio, color distribution) may, at a distance, reveal particular
trends to the visual bases and tendencies of human
production and reception. The study of art objects,
usually selective yet unsystematic in its selection,
can also use information visualization as a new analytic tool in which to contextualize and target image
analysis.
The approach can render new models based on
dimensions and aspects of an artwork that may have
been impossible to study with previous methods due
to the massive amount of information and information processing required.

Approach
Gather datasets on art objects in the form of digital
art collections, exhibition catalogues, online blog
sites
Investigate existing software that can translate
datasets (in forms like csv, xml, mySQL) into useful
and attractive visualizations that present
Examples: Google Earth, Google Maps, ManyEyes, MooWheel, Cooliris

Create workﬂows for the import and extraction of
data
Design preliminary visualizations for analysis

Artists by City and Decade

Graphs of Travel
Distance from Birthplace vs Relative Distance Traveled

Artists by City and Decade
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Screenshots of Image Collection on Cooliris
Data gathered from a digital image collection serves as a preliminary dataset for prototyping compelling visualizations of cultural objects

Geo Visualization of Artists Movement

Image Genre Frequency

Distribution of Image Aspect Ratios

Movement of artists delineated by
color lines. Current view shows
two artists. Saturation of color
indicates change in time, where
light colors indicate earlier parts
of an artist’s career, and deeper
colors indicate the later part. This
type of visualization is particularly compelling when animated,
as trends and ﬂows of artists become more apparent.

T

Digital Image Collections
Automated graphs of data collected from a digital art collection
Distribution of Image Aspect Ratios (above)
By graphing the width to height ratio of ~2000 images, we are able to identify two strong preferences for image cropping and composition -- at the 2/3 ratio for horizontal images and the Golden Ratio (approximately 1.616) for vertical
images. These spikes may represent preferences in visual composition or cropping, biases towards particular width
to height ratios, or dominating preferences in image presentation.

Image Genre Frequency (left/below)
A graph of the genre listings reveals the long tail of artistic genres. Closer inspection reveals inconsistencies within

he preliminary graphs reveal
not only new ways of rendering relationships between art
objects, but also tell interesting stories of artistic movements, patterns of
location, and visual biases of image
compositions. The graphs also show
us certain inconsistencies within the
methodological approaches of image
cataloguing, and present
By scaling a large amount of information to a level that is interpretable,
such visualizations of artistic practices, movements, objects may reveal information about cultural patterns and

Conclusion
aesthetic trends that may not be immediately visible through closer readings. Applying a scientiﬁc, systematic
approach to the study of art object widens the scope of study from a narrow
slice of artistic genre to an entire image collection.
Information visualization is just one
more tool by which art historians, cultural theorists, museum professionals and artists themselves can use to
study a broad range of objects, movements and tendencies, one which may
change the nature of art historical research and curatorial practices.

the data entries, with repeating categorizations of particular genres or the merging of genres with subject matter or
medium. This generates not only relevant questions about the subtle distinctions between subject and genre, but also
addresses issues in library science by revealing the problematic categorizations evident within the dataset itself.
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